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MAINA S.p.A., established in 1886, operates 
according to the highest quality standards (ISO 
9001 certified by DNV in 1994) and has been 
manufacturing mechanical components for power 
transmission equipment, including:  

• Crowned-tooth couplings manufactured by 
any production technology, construction and 
application typology, having a flange diameter of 
>100 mm <2500 mm    

• Gear spindles reflecting the ultimate technology 
in this sector, having a diameter ranging between 
180 and more than 1150 mm, offering the option 
of grease-packed lubrication or constant oil 
circulation. Gear spindles are only used for mill roll 
drives in the rolling mill processes 

• Industrial Shafts and universal joints offering the ultimate 
technology in the heavy-duty and extra-heavy duty series 
with a rotation diameter of 225 to 1250 mm, mainly used in 
iron and steel drives, as well as other processes.  

• Preset fracture-, release-, sliding safety devices, and monitoring 
devices to monitor the twisting torque and the rotation speed. 

The Company have now designed a new series of multi-disc 
couplings, useful to solve any technical problem related to high-
circulating power intensity transmission units which cannot or 
should not be lubricated. MAINA new multi-disc couplings, called 
“GL type”, are torsionally rigid and have no radial nor tangential 
clearance, however they are angularly and axially flexible: as 
a matter of fact, they are apt to be employed in high torque 
and angular speed power transmission applications, used in 
conditions of very high (angular, parallel and axial) misalignment, 
all of this without the need of any lubrication and/or maintenance. 

gL-tYpE  
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MAINA GL series main areas of application: 
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• Machine tools • Marine • Wind turbines 
• Test benches • Generators • Pumps



Following the studies carried out on the needs in terms of 
overall dimensions, assembling, operation, maintenance, 
safety and operation life, we have constructed - for some 
specific application fields - modular disc couplings such as the 
one illustrated in the picture here below: 

they are couplings that are supplied disassembled into different 
independent sub-assemblies that can then be assembled and 
disassembled in a sequence, to help solving the problems 
normally incurred in the field of logistics, maintenance and 
handling/transportation. 
The final assembly of both half couplings is carried out by 
inserting and securing the spacer, which has been made using 
calibrated connection screws, which can easily be inserted 

gEnEraL charactEriSticS & mOduLaritY 
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Standard couplings to be used in traditional applications, selected base 
upon the service factors supplied and, therefore, subject to limited 
torque and rotational speed within the limits shown in the selection 
tables, in the absence of corrosion problems, are built according to the 
procedures  detailed here below:   
Hubs, standard & short flanged spacers, standard spacer shafts, rings, 
intermediate flanges, cartridges and support pads are made of either 
rolled or stamped/forged C45 hardened and tempered carbon steel. The 
contact surfaces of the  support pads used in the vertical constructions 
are induction tempered. 
The outer surfaces of the coupling components are protected by 
painting (with the exception of the hubs, which must be shrunk 
on). Painting is carried out according to our standard or, if required, 
according to the Customer’s standard. As an option, it is possible 
to carry out the surface finishing of the steel components by means 
of a thermo-chemical treatment of nitro-oxidation. Special materials 
such as stainless steels (e.g. hardened and tempered AISI 420) can 
be used to solve corrosion problems. In case of temperatures below 
-40°C, compound steels with C =< 0,25% may be employed. When 
the hubs are shrunk on or splined under oil pressure, they can be made 
of hardened and tempered 42CrMo4 steel. 
Each multi-layer disc includes 10 to 40 thin layers made of stainless 
steel for springs, AISI 301 type, processed and finished as needed.
The hardware, bushes and small items are made of high-resistance alloy 

steel with phosphatised and oiled surfaces + self-locking nut with nylon 
or steel insert (optional). As an option, for the corrosion-prevention 
versions, stainless steel screws and bushes should be used.  
The long tubular spacers are made with Fe 510 B welded to flanges 
of the same material.
The shaft of the torsional spacers is made in hardened and tempered 
39NiCrMo3 steel or another steel suited for this purpose (base upon 
the applications).  
The special carbon fiber tubular spacers are riveted and bonded by 
means of special resins to the connecting end flanges. 
The tubular spacers which act as complete magnetic and electrical 
insulators are made of a pipe in composite material, constructed with 
a special cloth in glass fiber impregnated with special bonding resins 
and glued by means of special resins to the connecting end flanges. 
After that, they are painted on the outside with special insulating resins. 
The braking discs for emergency and/or parking operations are made 
of Fe510 B steel having a low percentage of carbon, and the contact 
surfaces of the brakes have been ground. The operation braking discs 
are in cast iron GS 700 and they have been provided with an internal 
self-ventilating system. 
In case of very high rotation speeds, the coupling components will be 
fabricated using special alloy, hardened and tempered, 42CrMo4 type 
steels having a surface hardness of =>240 HB, and the discs might 
be covered with a proper anti-friction material.

manufacturing matEriaLS and prOtEctiOnS 

and protected by corrosion. The screws are always equipped 
with self-locking steel nuts, which are tightened with standard 
open end wrenches.  
Thanks to this modular solution employing independent 
groups of elements which are easy to assemble, it is possible 
to use assemblies having characteristics which suit the needs 
of the machinery where they will be installed, allowing the 
coupling components to be easily assembled. 
Standard hubs or brake disc hubs can be installed on the driven 
side of the coupling (user or reduction gear/servo amplifier side). 
In order for both coupling ends to be connected, you can 
use either steel tubular spacers or shaft-like spacers having 
a customized length with/without electrical insulation, or 
tubular spacers in composite insulation material (glass fibre 
impregnated with a proper resin), while, in case of long 
bays, carbon fibre spacers can be employed.  On the drive 
(motor) side, you can use standard hubs having either a 
safety device for overload prevention, thus obtaining a safety 
coupling, or a coupling capable of protecting the reduction 
gear from erratic, instantaneous torque peaks generated 
by the control operations or by overloads caused by the 
machine or a short-circuited motor.                                                                                                                                          
In order for axial tensioning in the disc packs to be prevented, 
and to avoid too strict tolerances on the DBSE, either one 
hub or both can be fitted  by means of additional special 
locking devices.  

Assembly sequence - Step	1 Assembly sequence - Step	2
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This series of couplings, thanks to the wide dimensional range, 
to the several base construction solutions as well as to the 
many optional variants, can be used easily and extensively, this 
series allowing to provide a proper solution for any demand in 
connecting machine driven and driving elements, therefore 
setting up state-of-the-art power transmissions. 

Such couplings, whether they are assembled with hubs and 
stainless steel hardware, combined with (insulating) glass fibre 
or carbon fibre spacers, can also be used in highly aggressive 
environments (corrosion, etc.). By using carbon fibre spacers, it 
becomes possible to span long bays without using intermediate 
supports, even in case of high rotating speeds. The inherent 
reliability and construction safety characteristics that such 
couplings can provide are such that they become even apt to 
be employed in the following systems: lifting and transportation 
systems for persons, lifting and handling of materials, primary 
and auxiliary ship drives, vertical and horizontal process pump 
drive, generation of electric power, cooling and heating systems 
(towers and exchangers), compression of fluids, etc...   

Given the above, MAINA disc couplings, developed to solve 
the technical problems encountered with power transmissions, 
nowadays represent the state-of-the-art technology of this 
field. In brief, we can state that disc couplings are economical, 
provide a high compensation capacity in case of misalignment, 
and can be used to build low-cost transmissions where 
lubrication and maintenance turn out to be impossible, very 
difficult and/or very costly.

FEM simulation

Multi-disc pack

majOr fEaturES Of diSc cOupLingS 

• High load and overload capacity 

• High rotation speed

• Contained radial and axial dimensions, with customized DBSE

• Low weight and contained moment of inertia 

• Backlash-free assembled discs 

• High degree of intrinsic dynamic balancing  

• High torsional stiffness  

• High angular, parallel and axial misalignment capacity

• Contained axial and radial reaction to misalignment 

• No maintenance and lubrication required 

• Insensitiveness to low temperatures 

• Absence of wear, and easy strobe check in operation 

• Modular structure and customized disc packs 

• Easy transport and assembly (without moving  
the connected speed increasers and generators)

• Expected endless lifetime (if the real axial and angular 
misalignment under load is kept within accepted values)

• Adaptability to hostile and corrosive environments  
(therefore suitable for off-shore applications) 

• Certification according to DNV, Lloyd’s, ABS, etc  
(depending on requirements)

• Possibility of installing: safety devices to limit overload;  
speed rotation monitoring sensors; brake discs

• Possibility of full electric insulation by spacers made of 
composite material 

CalIbrated	SCrew

Hub SpaCer

IntermedIate	flange

multI-dISC	paCk

antI-blowout	rIng
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cOupLing aSSEmbLY 

The half couplings have a preset flange diameter, however 
the diameter and length of the hub is adjustable upon 
request, to better suit the specific conditions of shrinking on 
the shaft. In fact, the hubs can be shrunk on shafts having 
a different length, being conical and/or cylindrical, with or 
without intermediate tapered bush. The shrinking on can be 
carried out by means of keys, by forced heat shrinking or 
using SKF type oil.  
In order to achieve a proper and fast coupling assembly, the 
shrinking on of one of the two hubs should be carried out using 
an external device for radial blocking (heavy-duty series keying 

disc), such as the one illustrated on the left in the figure here below.                                                                                                                 
The use of such devices allows a stable shrinking of the hub 
on the shaft, achieving an angular timing of the kinematic chain 
as well as keeping the proper axial alignment of the coupling, 
notwithstanding the DBSE tolerances, thus allowing for the axial 
pre-load of the two disc packs of the coupling to be prevented, 
cancelling their corresponding axial reaction. As an alternative, in 
order for the axial misalignments to be effectively compensated, it 
is possible to assemble, in between the half-couplings, a special 
compensation device sliding axially, such as the one illustrated in 
the middle of the figure here below. 
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Shrink disc for external clamping

Standard  

The figures here below show how the connections among flanges 
and discs are made and the way the disc packs are formed: as 
a matter of fact, the discs are always pre-assembled in packs 
through the use of special bushes, which make the coupling 
assembly easier and quicker, and simplify the spare parts, as well 
as their quantity. 
The pictures here below show that the GL couplings are always 
equipped with an overload prevention safety device; in fact, in 
case of disc failure, the torque transmission is always ensured, 

this will take place through the bushes which, acting integrally 
with the screws, engage the bores in the opposite flange.
Beside that, upon request, the flanges can be equipped with anti-
ventilation rings (which will damp the noise during the high angular 
speed rpm) and, eventually, with protection noses preventing the 
ejection of the disc packs. On top of that, the special screws and 
tapered locking bushes illustrated in the picture here below can 
be ordered to speed up and assist in the assembly of both the 
screws and the disc packs, removing all connection play.

Taper bush for screw blocking Taper bush for disc pack blocking

Special nut

cOnnEctiOn bEtWEEn fLangES 

patented system to block the connection  
between the disc pack and the screws,  

for complete backlash removal
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dESign and charactEriSticS 

In order to be able to meet multiple application requirements (bore 
capacity, overall radial and axial dimensions, transferable torsional 
torque and overload capacity, rotation speed, misalignment and 
axial reaction values), the GL disc couplings have been studied 
and developed within a dimensional plane, formed as a whole by 
19 sizes, proportionally assigned and divided to one another in 
a parametric way. Thanks to their GL couplings, having outside 
diameters ranging between 77 and 711 mm, MAINA can cover 

the	 couplings	 defined	 here	 above	 can	 withstand	 peak	
torques	 equaling	 twice	 the	 rated	 torque	 and	 max.	 rotation	
speeds	which	are	2.7	times	the	rated	value.	the	maximum	
axial	and	angular	misalignments	 that	can	be	supported	by	
the	coupling	equal	about	1.5	times	the	rated	ones. 
In order for each particular application case to be assigned the 
required flexibility and load capacity/rated speed, each type of 
disc pack can be assembled with a variable number of discs, 
whose shapes (and, therefore, withstanding sections) can be 
selected between two kinds: – the special HF type, having thinner 

sections, where flexibility is given priority, – the standard HT 
type, having thicker sections, where the maximum transferable 
torsional torque is given priority. 
The HF type disc packs, on couplings having the same size, can 
withstand axial and angular misalignment greater than about 
40-60% if compared to the HT type, but transferring meanwhile 
between 50 and 60% less of torsional torque if compared to the 
HT version. Therefore, by acting upon the number and shape 
of the discs, one can achieve disc packs having different rated 
characteristics, allowing the coupling maximum adaptability in use.

possible disc shape alternatives:
• ht for high torque 
• hf for high flexibility

possible pack alternatives
(number of layers)

D D
nl Tx nl T nl F

                HF                  HF

d d

                     6  hole discs                    4  hole discs type Tx type T  type F

nl Tx > nl T > nl F 

                HT                 HT

an extremely wide application range: as a matter of fact, the hubs 
have such standard dimensions that they can accommodate shafts 
having diameters ranging between 25 and 342 mm. The unification 
of the couplings has been studied in order for each size to be able 
to accommodate (after having specifically prepared the number of 
bores) disc packs with 4, 6, 8 and 10 screws indifferently. Each 
type of T-version disc has been assigned the following coupling 
sizes and relevant rated capacities:



the general balance condition, if the key seat is well done 
and within the tolerance, it can still keep the balance of the 
coupling assembled on the machine within the class G 6.3 
tolerances. Naturally, if the coupled machines are sensitive 
to mass unbalances and if the rotation speeds are high, it is 
recommended to always use two keyways positioned at 180° 
or a forced (conical or cylindrical) shrink on, or use the special 
heavy-duty series keying discs. 
The only exception to the rule here above will be the steel 
welded tubular spacers, which - in case of a rotation speed over 
300 rpm - must always be dynamically balanced in order for 
them to still be part of the recommended general balance class. 
Such dynamical balancing is carried out by material abduction 
(on both planes) inside the pipe by welding additional masses 
until the G 6.3 Class is achieved for the standard couplings.   In 
case of short spacer, very fast couplings, or in case of glass/

carbon fiber pipe couplings, the dynamic balancing operation 
(on both planes) will be carried out by removing material from 
the end flanges (by means of radial boring).
In case a dynamic balancing certificate is required, this will be 
submitted following a test including a specific check launch and 
- if required - a correction of the coupling balancing made on the 
relevant equipment. 
The coupling is always balanced with the hubs having a cylindrical 
bore without tab seats. The brake discs are assembled on the 
relevant hub (without keyway) and dynamically balanced by 
material removal on just one plane.   
When the rotation speed is very high (=> 1800 rpm), it is 
recommended to always ask for the test launch and the balancing 
certificate, while the couplings reaching a speed over 3000 rpm, 
a stricter balancing class (G2.5) should be required. The G2.5 
class is achieved once the coupling has been assembled, by 
material removal on both planes (of the coupling flanges) and, in 
such cases, the different assembling locations of the elements 
shall be marked. Regarding the couplings manufactured to API 
standards, in order for the interchangeability of the parts to be 
kept, before dynamically balancing the assembled coupling, 
each element shall be balanced and the hardware will be 
selected based upon the weight. 

QuaLitY 

Provided that MAINA can also offer supplies with a total quality 
certification, if cost reduction and short lead times are a must and the 
promised performance are expected together with a proper quality 
/ accuracy ensuring the repeatability of results, we suggest that the 
common rules of the Company’s Quality Certification are followed.   
For this reason, each part of the coupling, during the manufacturing 
process, is subject to a planned series of dimensional/geometrical 
inspections along the line. Moreover, the raw materials, the semi 
finished and finished materials, as well as the thermal and finishing 
treatments, are monitored and can be certified (depending on their 
relevance). Each lot of raw construction material, coming from 
the same casting, is always certified and subject to all necessary 
destructive and non-destructive tests. 
As we have already mentioned earlier, the dynamic balancing and 
the corresponding certification will be carried out upon request.                                                                                
Besides that, the coupling prototypes can be tested under load 
by setting up special test benches (both static and dynamic).                                                                                        
The documents and certificates covering the couplings and their 
components are filed and remain traceable for longer than 25 years. 9

GL6t-atSe

SafEtY 

The GL type multi-disc couplings (as well as any other MAINA 
product) can be equipped with special safety devices protecting 
the kinematic chain from the overloads generated by torsional 
torque peaks.  Dependent upon the following parameters: time 
duration and value of the overload, rotation speed, accuracy 
and time employed during the operation, kind of protection to 
be set up, the safety devices can belong to very different types.                                                                                                                                         
The types manufactured by Maina are as follows: 
• preset fracture (spacers and pins), 
• mechanical disengagement with manual or controlled 

rearming, 
• mechanical disengagement with hydraulic rearming, 
• sliding type (torque limiters) with tapered bushing or multi-

disc couplings, both wet.  
The preset fracture, as well as the mechanical disengagement 
safety devices have no theoretical employment limit, however 
following their disengagement they require a more or less 
complicated rearming operation which is rather time consuming. 
The sliding safety devices are torque limiters (also called 
emergency clutches) of two kinds: diametric interference 
(generated by a tapered shrink on bush) or friction discs, and 
in both cases they are oil lubricated and their sliding torque is 
preset at a fixed value. The tapered bush kind has a limited 
axial/radial overall dimension and can be assembled inside 
spacing pipes, while the multiple-disc kind can be assembled 
between the spacer and the hubs. 
The torque limiters have very accurate thermal limits for the 
application, which have been established to prevent the 
assembly from overheating: for this reason, they are not a good 
choice for high rotation speed applications and long sliding 
times. Both types are calibrated at Maina’s and such calibration 
cannot be adjusted anymore because it has been carried out 
on a special test bench (with a maximum tolerance of ± 15%). 
The torque limiters are activated during the short, but intense 
dynamic overload impulses which can take place during 
the operation, such overloads being generated by electric 
motors/generators and their relevant control equipment 
(inverters), especially when the frequency is high and they are 
affected by the temporary perturbations of the voltage values 
as well as of the frequency of the power supply.                                                            
Such torque limiters are oil lubricated and offer a good wear 
resistance, however they have a short duration in time (about 
one hundred of operations or so), anyway their life is a function 
of: torque setup, number of operations, rotation speed.                                                                                                                                          
The couplings which are equipped with sliding safety devices 
must be monitored by means of equipment capable of detecting 
the transient torsional torque and/or the rotation speed; in case 
the overload conditions should persist longer than necessary, 
a warning signal must be sent in order for the machine to be 
stopped. 

dYnamic baLancing 

The standard coupling components are all made in rolled 
and forged steel (no cast parts) whose surfaces have been 
totally machined, they have strict geometrical and dimensional 
tolerances and are assembled by means of either a transition fit 
or a tight fit. This will allow for the manufacture of couplings which 
turn out to be inherently balanced in the G 6.3 class (ISO 1940). 

Even the machining of just one keyway UNI 6604 (or 
corresponding standard) in the hub bore, although it worsens 

Safety device with mechanical disengagement 
with manual or controlled rearming

Safety device with mechanical disengagement 
with hydraulic rearming

SafEtY dEvicES SOLutiOnS
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Slipping torque limiting device (clutch discs) 
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Application in this area probably
require dynamic balancing
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For a proper selection of a GL coupling, pls. proceed as follows:
I. Select the most suitable construction solution apt to meet 

the overall dimension and connection requirements for 
both the driven and the drive machine.                   

II. Select the next coupling size having a power greater 
than the power to be transmitted, making sure that the 
transferable peak torque is greater than the max. possible 
operating torque.  

III. Make sure that the coupling hubs can accommodate the 
assembly of shafts having the same diameter or a diameter 
which is greater than that of the machines to be connected 
(this selection should be made based upon the maximum 
admissible bore).

IV. Make sure that the shrink on conditions are suited for the 
transmission of the rated driving torque and the peak torque, 
both for cylindrical or taper by keyways, and for forced heat 
shrinking or oil shrinking. This check is to be made even 
when shrinking devices are used. In case the torsional 
torque transmission takes place by friction (forced shrinking), 
make sure that the transferrable torque of the connection 
calculated with a friction coefficient of 0.12 is greater than 
15-20% of the possible maximum peak transient torque 
in the coupling. Make sure that, even in the most critical 
connection conditions (maximum interference) and torque 
transfer condition (peak torque) the tension in the hub is not 
over 70% of the yield point of the hub material.                                                                                                                                 

V. In case of UNI 6604 keyways or similar, you should check that 
the D/d ratio in the hubs is close to the ideal value of 1.5 and 
that the shaft/bore fit has no play (it must be lightly tight). In 
such conditions, in case of the transmission of the rated driving 
torque (rated torque of the engine), check the specific pressure 
on the tab side is equal to or lower than 160 N/mm2 and the 
shearing stress in the tab is <= 80 N/mm2.                                                                                 

VI. Make sure that the rated torque of the Tk coupling is greater than 
the driving torque to be transmitted (in general, the rated torque 
of the Tm motor), checking that their ratio is always equal to or 
greater than 1.5 (absolute minimum value 1.25).                                                                                           

VII. Verify that the service factor of the coupling given by Fs=Tk/Tm 
is conform to the historic values in use or, in any case, is in line 
with the prescription of the standards (see the table here below).                                                                                                                                         

VIII. Make sure that, in a transient state (acceleration and/or 
deceleration) or in case of overload (e.g. a short-circuited 
motor), the max. torque achieved is lower than the peak torque 
Tf as shown in the tables.                                                                                                                     

IX. Make sure that the critical speed of the tubular spacers or shaft 
spacers is greater than 20% of the maximum operating speed 
expected.                                                                                                               

X. Make sure that the misalignments and corresponding reactions 
are conforming to the expectations as well as to what is 
admitted.
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SELEctiOn prOcEdurES 
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In order to be able to meet several application requirements 
(speed, misalignment, axial reactions, torque, overload, 
bore capacity, radial dimensions and DBSE), the GL type, 
2-articulated joint multi-disc couplings have been studied 
and developed within a dimensional plan made of 19 sizes, 
each one exploded into several construction forms, all of 
them having the fixing flanges of the disc packs with a unified 
diameter. 
This will allow each size and construction form to accommodate 
(after having specifically bored the holes) disc packs with 4, 6, 8 
and 10 screws indifferently.  Given the above, for technical and 
commercial reasons we have selected the most appropriate 
and the most demanded (on the market) dimensions for each 
type of disc (4-, 6-, 8- and 10-holes).  
To achieve higher flexibility, the standardized disc packs are 
available in two kinds: the F type, with a high flexibility, and 
the T type, where the transmission of torque is given priority. 
The standardization is such that, given the same disc packs, 
it is possible to set up both standard couplings and more 
complex couplings equipped with a cartridge and spigots, 

which are useful to set up special coupling versions, e.g. the ones 
manufactured to the API standards (used for controlling operations 
in the petrochemical sector) or the ones equipped with brake disc. 
The couplings can be supplied with or without anti-ventilation and 
spacer anti-ejection protections.
All MAINA couplings are equipped with a mechanical safety which, 
in case of disc failure, guarantees torque transmission anyway, 
which safety device is a MUST in the lifting equipments used to lift 
materials and people. In order for the coupling assembly and the 
spare part supply to be easier and faster, the discs are assembled 
in packs by means of special bushes.
The constructive solutions are such that one can order outside 
hubs with the bore and DBSE having a greater capacity, or with 
the internal hubs having a limited projection, a lower bore capacity 
and DBSE. A combination of such solutions is of course always 
possible.    
Our engineers have also developed solutions having a split spacer, 
either longitudinally or cross-wise, with very low DBSE, such 
solutions being apt for the replacement of the traditional flex gear 
couplings.

10
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tYpES Of cOupLingS 
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MAINA owns the complete design, calculation, manufacture and application 
know-how for their power transmission equipment, so they can also develop 
special multi-disc couplings, both in terms of dimensions and in terms of 
performance, and carry out the re-engineering study on couplings that have not 
been manufactured by MAINA, in case of couplings which during the operation 
have turned out to be non efficient and unsuited for the task assigned.  

>>  If you wish to apply for the re-engineering operation on a coupling,  
you just need to submit drawings with overall dimensions and interface details  
of the coupling to be replaced, or the coupling itself, combined with  
the operating and misalignment data (either rated or measured in the field).

rEmarkS 

a. Dimensions and data listed in the tables are not engaging 
and can change without notice.                                                                                         
b. In case of parallel misalignments, always use just couplings 
made of two articulated joints, the half-coupling equipped with 
just one articulated joint can just compensate angular and axial 
misalignments.                                                                                                                                                                                         
c. The maximum speeds (nmax) can only be reached by 
employing alloy steels, the standard carbon steel couplings must 
not exceed the rated speeds nK
d. The values covering the Mass (M), the Moment of Inertia (J) 
and the Torsional Stiffness (K) are calculated based upon the 
solid hub (no bore), as far as the couplings with a spacers are 
concerned, the M, J, K values refer to the standard version (the 
shortest one).
E. The rotation speeds listed in the tables exclusively refer to 
the couplings with standard spacers having a minimum length, 
they do not refer either to the accessories for the couplings or 
to the spacers having a length which differs from the minimum 
standard, or to the tubular welded spacers/shaft spacers. For 
such components, the max. speeds admitted depend on their 
peripheral speeds, their weight, their length as well as their 
critical speeds.
f. The maximum bores shown in the tables refer to cylindrical 
or taper shrinking with UNI 6604 keyways or similar; in case 
of forced cylindrical or taper shrinking, pls. contact MAINA 
Technical Department. Special, long, or hardened & tempered 
42CrMo4 steel hubs can be supplied upon demand. 
g. Regarding the construction versions having inner hubs 
(min. DBSE), i.e. IS, IES, IC, IEC, ATSL, TLI, TTI, DSI, DFSI, the 
dimensions shown in the dimensional/technical tables do not 
apply to the 4-hole disc versions. 
h. The values of the maximum admissible axial and parallel/
angular misalignments cannot be present at the same time, i.e. 
the maximum value of a misalignment should match the minimum 
value of the other, because they are a function to each other. 
i. The values of technical data which do not appear in the tables 
can be obtained by contacting MAINA Technical Department.
j. The technical/dimensional tables used to select the 
construction solutions for the multi-disc couplings show the 
rated load data and the technical data covering the use of T type 
disc packs, having 6-bore discs. The rated load data covering 
the couplings with 4-, 8- & 10-bore disc packs are listed in the 
1st table showing several disc solutions available. 12

Type of drive machine dawn torque  
characteristics

SF historical 
value of the  

service factor

Centrifugals pumps
Alternators

Centrifugal blowers
Centrifugal compressors

Axial compressors
Light stirrers
Small fans

Constant  
torque 1.25 - 1.5

Lobe blowers
Low and medium viscosity blenders

Forced ventilation
Volumetric lobe pumps

Screw compressors
Screw pumps
Rotary dryers

Printing machines
Lifting equipment for light service

Textile machines

Pulsating  
torque  

with light  
variations

1.5 - 2

Reciprocating and alternative pumps
High viscosity blenders

Machine tools
Marine propulsion

Mills, grindstones and crushers
Lifting equipments for heavy-duty service

Wood working machines
Paper milling machines

Rubber manufacturing machines

Pulsating  
torque  

with great  
and sudden  
variations

2 - 3

SErvicE factOrS 
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disc Couplings catalogue

Technical tables for a proper GL coupling selection
data referred to 6 bolts t type multi-disc pack

Standard couplings 
Outer hubs - Standard spacer - GL6T-ES p. 16

Reversed hubs - Standard spacer - GL6T-IS p. 17

One reversed hub and one outer hub  
- Standard spacer - GL6T-IES p. 18

Outer hubs - Short spacer - GL6T-EC p. 19

Reversed hubs - Short spacer - GL6T-IC p. 20

One reversed hub and one outer hub  
- Short spacer - GL6T-IEC p. 21

Outer hubs - Welded tubular spacer - GL6T-ATSE p. 22 
– in vertical configuration - GL6T-ATSEV p. 22

Reversed hubs - Welded tubular spacer - GL6T-ATSI p. 23

Half standard coupling - GL6T-SGS p. 24

Outer hubs - Shaft spacer - GL6T-AAE p. 25 
– in vertical configuration - GL6T-AAEV p. 25

Outer hubs - Torsional shaft spacer - GL6T-AATE p. 26

Coupling in two-halves - Longitudinally split flanges  
- Outer hubs - GL6T-TLE p. 27

Coupling in two-halves - Longitudinally split flanges  
- Reversed hubs - GL6T-TLI p. 28

Couplings with intermediate flanges 
Coupling in two-halves - Transversally split flanges  
- Outer hubs - GL6T-TTE p. 29

Coupling in two-halves - Transversally split flanges  
- Reversed hubs - GL6T-TTI p. 30

Outer hubs - Double spacer - GL6T-DSE p. 31 
– Electrical insulated version - GL6T-DSEIE p. 31

Reversed hubs - Double spacer - GL6T-DSI p. 32
– Electrical insulated version - GL6T-DSIIE p. 32

Coupling in two-halves - Transversally split flanges  
- Disc brake - Outer hubs - GL6T-DFSE p. 33

Coupling in two-halves - Transversally split flanges  
- Disc brake - Reversed hubs - GL6T-DFSI p. 34

Couplings with centering sections and intermediate cartridge
Cartridge - Half coupling - GL6T-SGC p. 35

Coupling according to API standards - GL6T-API p. 36 
– Jumbo hub version - GL6T-APJ p. 36

Coupling for disc brake - Outer hubs - GL6T-DFST p. 37

Special couplings 
Spacer coupling - Carbon fibre spacer - GL6T-ATC p. 38

Disc coupling for wind turbine  
- Glass fibre spacer - GL6Tx-GSGE p. 39

Axial compensation devices 
GL-DCA p. 40

Shrink disc for external clamping 
GL-DBRA - Type B p. 41

GL-DBRA - Type C p. 42

Special versions 
 p. 43

MAin CouplingS And deviCeS ConfigurAtion 

example	of	identification		(es: GL6T - ES - 1)
gl:	 ................................ multi-disc coupling
6:     ...................... number of holes per disc
t:     ......................................................	 type
eS:  ............................................ outer hubs
1:    ....................................................... size

GL Disc couplings - Performance tables  
related to different disc pack types.

14

The standard GL couplings, made in the designs shown in our technical-dimensional tables,  
are available in stock in their standardized base version, type ES, IS, IES, EC, IC, EIC, SGS.
The disc packs, sizes from 1 to 9 and T-6 hole design, are available in stock.
The disc packs, T-6 hole design, sizes from 10 to 19, are available in stock, so to meet any urgent 
maintenance request. Any different coupling version, any accessory and disc packs (4, 8 and 10 holes) 
are made after specific orders, with cost and lead times to be requested and defined.

*

*
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GL6T-IS
reverSed hUBS - Standard SpaCer

GL6T-ES
 oUter hUBS - Standard SpaCer
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GL6T-EC
oUter hUBS - Short SpaCer

GL6T-IES
one reverSed hUB and one oUter hUB - Standard SpaCer
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GL6T-IEC
one reverSed hUB and one oUter hUB - Short SpaCer

GL6T-IC
 reverSed hUBS - Short SpaCer
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GL6T-ATSI
reverSed hUBS - WeLded tUBULar SpaCer

GL6T-ATSE  	vertical	version	GL6T-ATSEV
oUter hUBS - WeLded tUBULar SpaCer

GL6T-ATSE

GL6T-ATSEV
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GL6T-AAE 	vertical	version	GL6T-AAEV
oUter hUBS - Shaft SpaCer

GL6T-AAE

GL6T-AAEV

GL6T-SGS
haLf Standard CoUpLinG
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GL6T-TLE
CoUpLinG in tWo-haLveS - LonGitUdinaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - oUter hUBS

GL6T-AATE
 oUter hUBS - torSionaL Shaft SpaCer
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GL6T-TTE
CoUpLinG in tWo-haLveS - tranSverSaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - oUter hUBS

GL6T-TLI
CoUpLinG in tWo-haLveS - LonGitUdinaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - reverSed hUBS
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GL6T-DSE	with	electrical	insulation	GL6T-DSEIE
oUter hUBS - doUBLe SpaCer

GL6T-TTI
CoUpLinG in tWo haLveS - tranSverSaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - reverSed hUBS

GL6T-DSE

GL6T-DSEIE
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disc	brake	GL6T-DFSE
CoUpLinG in tWo-haLveS - tranSverSaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - oUter hUBS

GL6T-DSI	with	electrical	insulation	GL6T-DSIIE
doUBLe SpaCer - reverSed hUBS

GL6T-DSI

GL6T-DSIIE
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GL6T-SGC
CartridGe - haLf CoUpLinG

	disc	brake	GL6T-DFSI
CoUpLinG in tWo-haLveS - tranSverSaLLy SpLit fLanGeS - reverSed hUB
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disc	brake	GL6T-DFST
CoUpLinG for diSC Brake - oUter hUBS

GL6T-API	Jumbo	hub	GL6T-APJ
CoUpLinG aCCordinG to api StandardS

GL6T-APJ GL6T-API
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GL6Tx-GSGE
diSC CoUpLinG for Wind tUrBine - GLaSS fiBre SpaCer

GL6T-ATC
SpaCer CoUpLinG - CarBon fiBre SpaCer
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GL-DBRA
Shrink diSC for externaL CLaMpinG - type B

GL-DCA
axiaL CoMpenSation deviCe

telescopic GL couplings may have diffrent stroke”y”, following customer’s requirements.
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Special versionsGL-DBRA
Shrink diSC for externaL CLaMpinG - type C



fLExibLE gEar cOupLingS
torque from  1 knm to 15000 knm

• GO Light Duty Series: Min ø 111 mm - Max ø 515 mm

• GO Heavy Duty Series: Min ø 580 mm - Max ø 1935 mm

high pErfOrmancE gEar cOupLingS
torque from  2 knm to 200 knm

• HS Duty Series: Min ø 120 mm - Max ø 450 mm

gEar SpindLES fOr rOLLing miLLS
torque from  70 knm to 9000 knm

• GS Duty Series: Min ø 270 mm - Max ø 1150 mm

univErSaL Shaft
torque from  13 knm to 11000 knm

• US Duty Series: Min ø 180 mm - Max ø 1250 mm

diSc cOupLingS

• GL Standard Series

• WGL Wind Series

• HSL High Performance Series

high SpEEd train gEar cOupLingS

• Oscillating spherical coupling and telescopic  
with convex tooth type SRMC

• Emergency clutch

MAINA S.p.A.	offers	both:
•	 standard	products	(from	catalogue),	for	cost	optimization
•	 “tailor-made”	products,	with	high	“value	per	cost”,		

for	special	applications.
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